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and the output file just has the first line. Does anyone know what am I doing wrong? There is no concept of cout in.NET on web application and I can't even debug the code. I have to.NET 4.6.3. A: You can use one of the console apps that enable debugging and to output errors. GitHub Cloud brings automatic migration to private repos - johndevor
====== kunai This is great, because that's the one thing that always scared me about GitHub even more than the absolutely atrocious UI. It is commendable that they actually _implement_ features, rather than relying on an endless sea of wishful thinking. ~~~ spdustin (I work on GitHub for-pay) I'm with you, kunai. I was somewhat hesitant about
the move to the for-pay model myself, and yes, the UI was one of the sticking points. The day that we get over that "but is there like $100 worth of value I'm really getting here?" hump and get to the "I love these tools and want to spend money on them!" is going to be the day we've reached success. ------ niggler The idea of automatically migrating
your code onto a private server must have come from Microsoft (which had a similar service prior to GitHub). Are there any technical benefits to moving the code onto a private instance? ~~~ khc Using GitHub as private hosting for your projects (as described here: ) is not the same as moving your repos on to a private instance. ~~~ saurik GitHub
already had a private repository format. If you go to the Git tutorial they have a section on storing your private repos: ~~~ saurik On a related note, doing something similar to this: [ git/blob/master/scripts/git-...](
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